
Thursday 21.05.20 

Phonics- ‘er, ir and ur’ and ‘have’ 

Today as there are only 3 main patterns we can play some games to help us consolidate these. 

Don’t forget to practise the tricky word- ‘have’ 

Game 1. 4 Corners 

Write the digraphs ‘er’, ‘ir’, ‘ur’ and Tricky Word ‘have’ nice and big on a piece of A4 paper. Place 

each piece of paper in a corner of your garden or front room. Ask another person to say a word 

eg ‘Mixer’ and you go and run and stand next to the alternative digraph that you think it belongs 

to. Repeat to cover all examples. 

Game 2. Bingo! 

Make a ‘er family’ word bank and write down 15 different words on 15 slips of paper containing 

the ‘er family’. Now ask another person to choose 5 of those words and write them down on a 

separate piece. You choose 5 words and also write them down on your separate piece of paper. 

Now carefully fold the 15 pieces in half and pop them in a container. Mix them up and take it in 

turns to close your eyes and pull a word from the container. If you have it then cross it out and 

take it in turns until you or your adult has crossed off all 5 chosen words.  

Game 3-Twinkl game click the hyper link. 

Don’t forget to write a sentence and include tricky word Mr. Eg. Mr and Mrs Blue are farmers 

and they have a pet bird called Kurt. 

Fluency - Solve these addition and subtraction word problems. Remember to use objects 

at home to help you.  

1. Coco has 11 balloons. The wind is very strong and blows some away. There are 7 

balloons left. How many balloons did she lose?  _____ 

 

2. Colin has 8 coins in his money box. He puts in 4 more coins. How many coins does 

he have in his money box now? _____ 

 

 

3.  Colin finds 9 shells on the beach. Coco finds 8 more. How many shells do Colin 

and Coco have altogether? _____ 

 

4. Coco has 17 dojos. Colin has 6 dojos. How many more dojos does Coco have than 

Colin? _____ 

Create your own word problems for 11 + 7 and 15 – 9. 

https://content.twinkl.co.uk/resource/76/67/t-l-4659-phase-5-colour-by-spelling-er-_ver_1.pdf?__token__=exp=1589215806~acl=%2Fresource%2F76%2F67%2Ft-l-4659-phase-5-colour-by-spelling-er-_ver_1.pdf%2A~hmac=e662c8401cd8d69ceeb446a91a81762678fd295256836db54c9d187a503837d2

